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Statement of Translational Relevance 

Basket clinical trials are increasingly common in oncology as a means to identify responsive cohorts in 

patient populations comprising tumors that arise from many different tissues, particularly when 

searching for genotypes predictive of outcome. Basket trials typically lack formal control arms and 

enroll multiple tumor types, each represented by a small number of patients. To overcome the inherent 

statistical challenges in such patient groups we propose a new biostatistical approach that uses empirical 

P values to test for differences in response across a population. The approach brings added rigor to the 

interpretation of basket trials, can be applied to both volume changes and PFS duration, and is 

potentially applicable to any trial in which subdivision of patient populations is desirable as a means to 

identify outliers or discover and test genetic biomarkers.  Our approach is instantiated in open-source 

code making it simple for others to validate the method and test it on their own data.  
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ABSTRACT  

Purpose: Basket trials test the activity of drugs in multiple cancer types (tissues of origin or genotypes). 

Rigorous comparison across types is complicated by small numbers of patients and the lack of a control 

arm, motivating development of new analytical approaches, particularly as patient stratification becomes 

more common and refined. 

 

Experimental Design: We reanalyze published basket trials of neratinib in ERBB-mutant cancers and 

larotrectinib in TRK-fusion cancers, using Monte Carlo permutation tests in which an implicit “no 

response to therapy” null hypothesis is replaced with an empirically derived null of ‘no difference in 

response by tumor type” (or class of mutation). All enrolled patients contribute to null distributions for 

the analysis of therapy-associated volume change and Progression Free Survival (PFS). 

  

Results:  Testing neratinib responses in the SUMMIT trial against a no difference null provides insights 

not obtainable using a conventional dichotomous assessment of volume changes. For example, breast 

cancers pass the dichotomous standard and exceed the no difference test for volume changes but not for 

PFS. Conversely, lung cancers fail the dichotomous test but exceed no difference tests for volume 

changes and PFS (P= 0.04 and P=0.003) and lung cancers are the sole type for which a specific 

genotype, ERBB2 Exon 20 mutation (P=0.01), is significantly associated with increased PFS.  

  

Conclusions: Monte Carlo permutation tests enable rigorous determination of tumor types most likely 

to benefit from therapy in basket trials.  Reanalysis of data from SUMMIT identifies an overlooked 

therapeutic opportunity for neratinib in lung cancers carrying ERBB2 Exon 20 mutations.  
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BACKGROUND 

 Basket trials in oncology are Phase II clinical trials that explore the efficacy of a drug across 

multiple types of cancer (typically differing in tissue of origin or genotype) and are informative when: 

(i) expanding from an initially successful indication to other tumor types (ii) searching for a responsive 

setting in which to perform pivotal trials (iii) investigating a genomic alteration (e,g oncogenic 

mutation) in multiple cancer types (1-3). Recent examples of basket trials include the TRK inhibitor 

larotrectinib in multiple solid tumors with a rearranged NTRK gene (4), and immune checkpoint 

inhibitors for tumors with mismatch repair deficiencies (5). Tissue of origin often exerts a strong 

influence on response; for example BRAF inhibitors are much less active in BRAF-mutant colorectal 

carcinomas than melanomas (6). For a single gene, inhibitory, truncating and activating mutations can 

also have different effects on response (1). Depending on the design, a basket trial can be used to assess 

the impact of one or more of these variables. For example, the ongoing SUMMIT trial is testing the 

activity of the ERBB kinase inhibitor neratinib in 21 types of cancer carrying 42 different mutations in 

the ERBB2 and ERBB3 receptor tyrosine kinases (HER2 and HER3) (7). 

In some basket trials activity is detected in almost all cancers, showing that inclusion criteria are 

effective (e.g. larotrectinib in cancers carrying TRK fusions). In other cases, only a minority of cancers 

are responsive (e.g. SUMMIT). Current designs for basket trials are based on evaluating drug activity 

independently for each tumor type and/or analyzing the aggregate of all patients. SUMMIT makes use of 

the common Simon two-stage optimal design (13), initially enrolling up to seven patients per tumor type 

in Stage 1, and subsequently expanding enrollment in Stage 2 only if at least one Stage 1 patient exhibits 

an objective response. The Simon design thereby seeks to detect strong responses while minimizing the 

number of patients receiving ineffective treatment. Bayesian or frequentist interim analyses have been 

described that may determine (i) whether aggregate analysis is warranted, and (ii) whether to close 

enrollment in any subgroups (4,8-12). However, all designs described to date use a fixed threshold to 
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define objective response, most commonly a >30% reduction in tumor volume, assigning a dichotomous 

response label for each patient.  

Almost all basket trials lack a “no drug” control arm involving patients treated with standard of 

care alone. Instead, the dichotomous threshold is intended to represent a sufficiently high bar that 

clinically meaningful benefit can be identified (14-16). Hyman et al (7) recently reported results for the 

first 141 SUMMIT patients using a conventional 30% volume reduction. Based on Simon two-stage 

criteria, breast cancers and some other cancers were selected for Stage 2 of the studies (which are 

ongoing) but other tumor types were discontinued after Stage 1. In common with other basket trial 

reports (12), Hyman et al (7) commented on but did not formally analyze PFS data or differences in 

efficacy between subgroups; this reflects the perceived challenge of evaluating 21 tumor types using 

data from only 141 patients. 

 Here we propose a complementary approach to analyzing basket trials in which a test against an 

implicit null hypothesis of ‘no efficacy’ (for a Simon two-stage design this is an ad hoc threshold) is 

replaced by a statistically rigorous comparison of tumor types. The analysis is performed using one of 

two related null hypotheses: ‘no difference in efficacy by tumor type’ or ‘no difference in efficacy by 

class of mutation’. For a given subgroup of patients, defined by tumor tissue of origin or class of 

mutation, null distributions with an appropriate number of patients are generated to test the alternative 

hypothesis that response is better than, or worse than, the aggregate of all patients. These formulations 

of the null hypothesis have the substantial benefit that all patients enrolled in a trial can contribute to the 

null distribution, and that continuous response variables rather than dichotomous outcomes (e.g. 

objective response), can be evaluated, including duration of PFS and magnitude of change in tumor 

volume. When response rates are low as in SUMMIT, the ‘no effect’ and ‘no difference’ hypotheses are 

similar; when response rates are high as with larotrectinib, the ‘no difference’ hypothesis may identify 

inferior responses.  
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We show here that re-analysis of SUMMIT data against appropriately sampled no difference null 

distributions identifies some tumor types for which conclusions are congruent with criteria in the Simon 

two-stage design, and others with substantial differences. For example, lung cancers, which fail Simon 

criteria, significantly exceed the no-difference null with respect to volume changes and PFS. In contrast, 

breast cancers, which greatly exceed Simon criteria based on volume changes, are no different from 

average with respect to PFS. 

  

METHODS 

To test the null hypothesis that patient subgroups are equally responsive to neratinib, outcome 

data from the SUMMIT trial (comprising either change in tumor volume, or duration of PFS) (7) were 

pooled for all patients who received the drug, regardless of tumor type. We then used a Monte Carlo 

permutation test (a non-parametric form of bootstrapping) to derive a null distribution for each subgroup 

of interest. This involved randomly drawing from the pool of all responses, with the number of samples 

drawn equal to the number of patients found in the cohort being tested (e.g. 26 patients for lung and 5 

patients for cervical cancer). A response metric for the sampled set was then calculated and the 

procedure repeated 106 times to compose a null distribution for that cohort. For the analysis of tumor 

volume changes, the response metric was the average tumor volume change for the cohort, and for the 

analysis of PFS, the response metric was the hazard ratio (based on the Cox proportional hazards model) 

of the Kaplan-Meier survival function for a cohort in comparison to that of all patients. An empiric P 

value was then determined by the location of the observed response metric, which was the test statistic, 

on that null distribution. In common with an exact permutation test, the rate of type I error is the 

significance level, provided that the null distribution is composed from a number of permutations N >> 

1/P; for N = 106 and P values ≥ 10-3 the rate of type I error is accurately determined. The Benjamini-
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Hochberg procedure (17) was used to control the false discovery rate associated with multiple 

hypothesis testing (FDR = 25%).  

 In the case of the SUMMIT trial this approach was separately applied to tumor volume changes 

and to durations of PFS; in the case of the larotrectinib trial (4) it was applied only to tumor volume 

changes (PFS outcomes by tumor type are not available). For SUMMIT, we also used volume data for 

all non-breast cancers (n=116) to construct alternative null distributions designed to identify next-best 

responses (as discussed in a supplementary statistical note; Supplementary Note S8). Because the typical 

response to neratinib over all tumors was poor (median volume change ≈ 0%; median PFS ≈ 2 months; 

objective response rate 12%), responses in any one tumor type could not realistically be inferior to the 

average, and thus we tested only for superiority of each tumor type or mutation class relative to all types. 

In the case of larotrectinib, the overall response rate was high, and we tested both superiority and 

inferiority hypotheses. 

 

RESULTS 

When neratinib-treated patients in the SUMMIT trial (7) were classified by tissue of origin 

(Figure 1) and compared to an appropriately resampled “no difference” null distribution, breast cancers 

exhibited significantly greater volume changes than any other tumor type (p<10-6; a 45% difference in 

average volume change from all non-breast tumors). This agrees with the conclusion in Hyman et al (7) 

that breast cancers are the most neratinib-responsive of all tumor types tested. Because this response 

dominates volume-change data (Supplementary Note S8), we constructed a second set of null 

distributions for volume changes that included only non-breast tumors (hereafter NB).  

When NB distributions were resampled and compared to volume change data for individual 

tumors, lung, cervical, and biliary cancers were found to significantly exceed the “no difference by type” 

null hypothesis (P=0.04, 0.04 and 0.06; Supplementary Table S1). Whereas cervical and biliary cancers 
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passed the criteria for the first stage of a Simon two-stage design, lung cancer failed at the second stage 

(Table 1). Thus, we judge as potentially positive a volume change in lung cancers found to be negative 

by the binary criteria used in a two-stage design. This discordance likely arises because half of lung 

cancers shrank on therapy but only one exceeded the 30% threshold. The permutation test and Simon 

criteria therefore provide different insights into the drug responsiveness of small patient populations. 

When analyzing duration of PFS rather than tumor shrinkage, the null distribution was drawn 

from all tumor types (n=141) because no tumor type was so responsive as to dominate the distribution 

(Supplementary Note S8). Significantly smaller hazard ratios, which is indicative of longer PFS, were 

identified by a no difference test in cervical cancers (P=0.03; average PFS 9.4 months) and lung cancers 

(P=0.003; average PFS 6.8 months) but - strikingly - not in breast cancers (P=0.36; average PFS 4.6 

months, Supplementary Table S2). It is noteworthy that only 5 neratinib-treated cervical cancers are 

reported, and empirical null distributions are consequently broad (Figure 1), yet the observed responses 

were sufficiently strong and durable to achieve statistical significance in the small sample (cervical 

tumors also met the criteria to begin Stage 2 and so additional patients are currently accruing; Table 1). 

Whereas lung cancers exceed no difference tests for both volume changes and hazard ratios, breast 

cancers differ from the overall population by volume change alone. Lung cancers therefore appear to 

represent a therapeutic opportunity for neratinib missed by dichotomous criteria. 

SUMMIT enrolled patients on the basis of qualifying mutations in ERBB2 or ERBB3, which 

were classified as ‘hotspot’ if they occurred in recurrently mutated regions of either gene, or ‘non-

hotspot’ if they lay in rarely mutated regions (7). Tumors with ERBB2 hotspot mutations exceeded the 

no-difference null model as judged by changes in tumor volume or PFS (Figure 2) (P=0.0005 for PFS 

and P=0.03 for volume changes), which agrees with Hyman’s conclusion of ERBB2 hotspot tumors as 

responsive to therapy. When ERBB2 hotspot mutations were further divided into functional classes (e.g. 

S310; Exon 20 insertions; V777; PKD; L755; and “other hotspot mutations”), Exon 20 insertions 
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significantly exceeded no difference by PFS (P=0.01), which can be attributed almost exclusively to 

lung tumors (7) (6 lung tumors are among the 7 most durable responses observed for all cancer types 

having Exon 20 insertions). No other significant signals were detected by mutation class.  

 A basket trial for the kinase inhibitor larotrecinib (4) provides a contrasting example to 

SUMMIT.  Drilon et al (4) recently reported very high rates of larotrectinib response among 54 patients 

with 17 different types of tumors, all of which expressed a TRK fusion protein. When data for the 9 

tumor types represented by 2 or more patients were compared to a no-difference null, no significant 

difference was observed (Figure 3, Supplementary Table S7). This confirms the conclusions of Drilon et 

al. that sensitivity to larotrecinib is dominated by the presence of a TRK fusion and not by tissue of 

origin. 

 

DISCUSSION 

One of the primary motivations for performing a basket trial is to determine whether tumor type 

or genotype influences drug sensitivity. Because basket trials only rarely have empirical null 

distributions obtained from a no-treatment control population, contemporary designs for basket trials set 

a relatively high binary criterion for a meaningful response. For example, in the widely used Simon two-

stage design, one or more of the few patients in Stage 1 must experience a change in tumor volume 

exceeding 30%.  In this paper we demonstrate an alternative approach in which volume change or PFS, 

evaluated as continuous variables for specific tumor or mutation types, can be formally compared to 

empirical distributions to test the null hypothesis of no difference by tumor type (or by mutation 

class/genotype). In the case of trials such as SUMMIT, which are characterized by low average response 

rates, the no difference test approximates a no effect tests; in trials with high response rates, such as 

larotrectinib in cancers carrying TRK fusions, no difference tests for both superiority and inferiority.  
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Testing for significance in volume changes and PFS involves repeated Monte Carlo resampling 

of the all-patient distribution to create a null distribution that has the same number of samples as the 

number of patients of a particular type. The resulting distribution appropriately anticipates the greater 

variability observed in small cohorts, which adjusts the threshold for identifying a statistically 

significant deviation in response. For example, the SUMMIT trial reported PFS data for only five 

cervical cancer patients. In this case, the null distribution of hazard ratios was calculated by repeatedly 

sampling five response durations from the set of all patients, generating a relatively wide null 

distribution. Nonetheless, the observed hazard ratio in cervical cancers was significantly smaller than the 

no difference null distribution (P=0.03).  

Conclusions drawn from testing for no difference in volume changes can differ substantially 

from those implicit in the Simon two-stage design; in addition, it is possible to evaluate PFS data.  We 

found that the responses of lung cancers to neratinib exceed the no difference null with respect to both 

volume changes (P=0.04; sampling from all non-breast tumors) and PFS (P=0.003, sampling from all 

tumors) even though this tumor type failed the two-stage criteria. In contrast, breast cancers exhibited 

highly significant changes in tumor volume by both Simon and no difference criteria, but failed the no 

difference test with respect to PFS. Overall, the strongest positive signal for a genetic subtype was for 

Exon 20 mutations, which exceeded the no difference test only for PFS (P=0.005), primarily as a 

consequence of responses in lung cancers.  More generally, our reanalysis of SUMMIT data is 

consistent with previous literature (18-23) in demonstrating substantial differences between volume 

changes and PFS data: significant reductions in tumor volume do not necessarily predict durable PFS, 

and durable PFS can be achieved with modest changes in tumor volume.  

In the case of a basket trial for larotrectinib in TRK fusion-positive cancers in which overall 

response rates were high (4), no subpopulation was identified that was more or less drug-responsive than 

average. Thus, a formal no difference test confirms the results reported by Drilon et al that the presence 
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of a TRK fusion is an excellent predictor of larotrectinib response. Formally testing for superiority and 

inferiority is likely to be generally useful for targeted therapies that may have high activity in many but 

possibly not all tumor subtypes. 

Caveats to the approach described here are similar to those for basket trials in general: findings 

are based on a small number of patients and must be interpreted in the context of known differences 

between tumor subtypes and patient populations, especially regarding systematic differences in tumor 

growth rates that may affect duration of PFS (24). Moreover, differences in response between tumor 

types may be obscured when one or more tumor types are such strong outliers as to render any smaller 

difference undetectable. In SUMMIT data this is observed for volume changes in neratinib-treated breast 

cancers (P<10-6 relative to the no difference null). To enable detection of next-most different volume 

responses, we removed breast cancers from the null distribution. However, repeated adjustment of the 

null distribution is strongly discouraged since it can generate null hypotheses that are not representative 

of average efficacy, and in an extreme case it constitutes “p-hacking" (see Supplementary Note S8). 

 In conclusion, we describe a simple Monte-Carlo permutation test for small patient populations 

that makes it possible to obtain appropriately scaled null distributions and derive empirical P values for 

drug response as measured by both volume changes and PFS. The methodology is especially valuable in 

in basket trials and other Phase II studies that lack a control arm and involve multiple patient subgroups 

generally thought to be too small for formal comparison. As a consequence, we can obtain more data 

rich insight into therapeutic response than the dichotomous criteria used in Simon two-stage and other 

basket trial designs. For example, whereas scoring SUMMIT by Simon highlights volume changes in 

breast cancer as a superior response to neratinib, scoring for no difference finds no benefit in breast 

cancer by PFS. Lung cancer does not meet the Simon threshold for progression to Stage 2 enrollment 

(only 1 of 26 patients with lung tumors had a response surpassing 30% tumor shrinkage) but it 

significantly exceeds the no difference null with respect to volume changes and PFS and it is the only 
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tumor type for which a specific genotype is associated with stronger response (ERBB2 Exon 20 

mutation). We propose that the SUMMIT trial further study neratinib in ERBB-mutant lung tumors, 

particularly because benefits to overall survival have previously been shown to more strongly correlate 

with duration PFS than tumor shrinkage (18-22). 

The continuing growth of genomic-driven oncology will increasingly enable refined subdivision 

of patient populations whether in a basket trial or by stratifying patients in conventional Phase II and 

Phase III studies (7). The promise of such subdivision is better detection of predictive biomarkers but 

the risk is smaller subsamples and reduced statistical significance. Monte Carlo resampling of response 

data and reformulation of null hypotheses may be generally useful in these cases. 
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Figure 1. Analysis of neratinib response by tumor tissue of origin. 

Red line: observed average response. Blue histogram: responses simulated according to the null 

hypotheses of no difference in response between tumors types. For volume changes, breast tumors are 

compared with null distributions drawn by Monte Carlo resampling from all tumors; for all other 

tumors, the null distributions are drawn from all non-breast tumors. Hazard ratio for progression null 

distributions are drawn from all tumors. Observed responses that significantly exceed the null 

hypothesis, according to Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multiple hypothesis testing, are indicated 

with +;  N.S. denotes not significant; +++ denotes p < 10-6 (Supplementary Tables S1, S2). 
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Figure 2. Analysis of neratinib response by mutation type. 

Red line: observed average response. Blue histogram: responses simulated according to the null 

hypothesis of no difference in response between mutation types. Observed responses that significantly 

exceed the null hypothesis, according to Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multiple hypothesis testing, 

are indicated with +; N.S. denotes not significant (Supplementary Tables S3, S4). 
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Figure 3. Analysis of larotrectinib response by tumor tissue of origin. 

Red line: observed average response. Blue histogram: responses simulated according to the null 

hypothesis of no difference in response between tumors types. N.S. denotes not significant 

(Supplementary Table S7). 
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Table 1. Conclusions for neratinib in context of SUMMIT trial status. 

Tumor type 
Number of 

patients 

Status in Simon Optimal 

2-stage design 

Responses significantly 

different from other tumors1? 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Volume PFS 

Ovarian 4 Ongoing  - - 

Gastroesophageal 5 Ongoing  - - 

Colorectal 12 Failed  - - 

Bladder  16 Failed  - - 

Endometrial 7 Failed  - - 

Biliary 9 Passed  Ongoing Superior - 

Cervical 5 Passed Ongoing Superior Superior 

Lung 26 Passed Failed Superior Superior 

Breast 25 Passed Passed Superior - 

 

1 Dash denotes no significant difference by Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. 
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Supplementary data 

 

 

Supplementary Table S1. Benjamini-Hochberg critical values for analysis of neratinib tumor 

volume responses by tumor tissue of origin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Table S2. Benjamini-Hochberg critical values for analysis of neratinib hazard 

ratios for progression by tumor tissue of origin. 
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Supplementary Table S3. Benjamini-Hochberg critical values for analysis of neratinib tumor 

volume responses by general mutation type.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Table S4. Benjamini-Hochberg critical values for analysis of neratinib hazard 

ratios for progression by general mutation type. 
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Supplementary Table S5. Benjamini-Hochberg critical values for analysis of neratinib tumor 

volume responses by specific mutation type.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Table S6. Benjamini-Hochberg critical values for analysis of neratinib hazard 

ratios for progression by specific mutation type.  
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Supplementary Table S7. Benjamini-Hochberg critical values for analysis of larotrectinib tumor 

volume responses by tumor type. 
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Supplementary Note S8. On the removal of outlier subgroups from null distributions.  

We use Monte Carlo resampling to derive empirical P values for volume changes and PFS 

differences among tumor subgroups; this involves the generation of test distributions by resampling 

from all observed responses, from all tumor subgroups, in the trial. The resampling draws a number of 

samples from the all-patient distribution that equals the number of patient responses measured for that 

cancer type in the test cohort.  In the case of the SUMMIT trial, volume (but not PFS) changes in breast 

tumors were far stronger than for any other tumor type: none of 107 simulations of the null hypothesis 

matched the observed average tumor volume change of breast tumors (we report this as P < 10-6). The 

magnitude of difference between breast tumors and all tumors (45% difference in average volume 

change) is so large that the inclusion of breast tumors in the null distribution makes it impossible to 

detect any difference among other tumor types. Because breast tumors represent an outlier with regard to 

volume changes in response to neratinib treatment, we considered it inappropriate to include breast 

tumor volume changes in the between-tumor comparison of all other tumor types. We therefore 

constructed a “no breast tumor” (NB) null distribution for these tests. This reformulation of the null 

distribution was applied only for this case of a P<10-6 outlier, and we advocate for a similarly stringent 

approach to any future application that may remove subtypes from the null distribution. 

 There was no other subtype in our analysis for which reformulation of the null hypothesis was 

appropriate. For example, for PFS data in SUMMIT, lung tumors showed the most durable response 

(P=0.003). This is significant under the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure in the context of a False 

Discovery Rate of 25% but it does not hinder the identification of the next-most durable responders, 

cervical tumors (P=0.03). Thus, a reformulation of the PFS null distribution is not justified. For volume 

changes reported in SUMMIT, after removing breast tumors from the null distribution, lung and cervical 

are the next most significant, each with P=0.04. Because their significance is associated with a 25% 

FDR in this case, reformulating the null distribution is also not justified. 
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